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ABSTRACT
In this paper, a new robust statistical frame work for image restoration to images from diversified fields.
Robust statistical approach the problem of estimation to the representation as better than reality assumptions
about a system are occasionally violated. The degraded image is considered as a violation of the assumption
of spatial intensities and is treated as an outlier random variable. A restored image is estimated by fitting a
spatially co-herent still image model to the available degraded data using a robust estimator based regression
technique within an optimal size of circular adaptive window. The robust formulation purpose at removing the
noise outlier while preserving original contain in the restored image. We provide experimental result with
synthetic degraded images and compare with the state-of-art techniques demonstrating with several examples.
KEYWORDS- image restoration, synthetic noises, outliers, robust restoration, robust statistics.
INTRODUCTION
Image restoration is an inverse problem whose aim is to recover an image from a version of that
image which has degraded with noise. Images are likely to be degraded by the sensing environment when
acquired through optical, electro optical. The degradation may be in the form of sensor noise, blur due to
camera motion, random atmospheric turbulence. For digitally acquired images noise can be summarized as the
visible effect of an electronic error in the captured image. Noise is the function of how well the image sensor
and digital signal processing system inside a digital camera are prone to and can cope with or minimize these
errors. Noise significantly degrades the image quality and creating the discrimination in the image. It also
complicates further image understanding. The sensor noise generated by typical charge couple device, CMOS
sensors and channels can be modeled as a Gaussian, Salt & Pepper, Speckle and Poisson distribution with zero
mean and noise density can be estimated from the degraded images [1][2][3]. In particular imaging
degradation such as those result in image quantitative parameters that can be considered in statistics context as
outliers. The problem to remove the noise can be treated as to obtaining the original image using outliers.
In the following part of this paper, a detailed account of a simple technique for image restoration with robust
statistics introduced with results showing its effectiveness at restoring at synthetic noise degraded images
from various fields.
IMAGE RESTORATION
Statistical characteristics of images are fundamental importance in many fields of image processing.
Incorporation of priori statistical knowledge of special correlation in an image, in essence, can lead to
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considerable improvement in many image processing techniques. For removing noise, the well-known mean
filter and median filter for minimum quantitative measure estimation is derived from a measure or an
estimation from spectrum of the image in the transform domain, as well as the system function of the spatial
degradation phenomenon and the spectrum of the noise power [6][7].The linear filtering techniques are
designed under the consideration wide sense of stochastic process [8]. Although the stationary consideration
for additive and multiplicative zero mean, Gaussian noise is valid for most cases, it is not reasonable for most
realistic images from particular field.
Noises removing filtering techniques have been designed in the past with stochastic process i.e. stationary
assumption. All these have the effect of removing noise at the expense of the signal structure, such as the
fixed pixel size wiener filter and fixed window mean and median noise removal techniques have been the
standard in noise smoothing for the past four decades[9][10][11][12]. These filters typically smooth out the
degradation, but destroy the high frequency structure of the image in the filtering technique. This is mainly
due to the fact that all these restoration techniques deal with the particular window size having sample points
that are to the same statistical ensemble. For image from natural field, any given part of the natural scenes
generally differs sufficiently from the other part so that the stationary assumption over the natural image or
even inside a fixed window region is not generally valid. In the past two or more decades, the attention of
researchers has to developing non-linear adaptive restoration technique. That takes in an account the nonstationary of most realistic still images. These non-linear techniques have been used as an alternative to
restore the image as much as possible [12]-[18]. However, do this at the expense of the proper noise reduction,
where the high frequency area will be insufficiently restored, which will result in a large amount of high
magnitude noise remaining around edges in the image. Some class of non-linear estimations that are gaining
popularity for the problem of the image restoration are the robust estimation based techniques which draw
their statistical base from the field of robust statistics filtering had adapted for restoring the image in the
research work of kashyap and Eon, how develop a robust estimation technique for AWGN and Salt & Pepper
noise [19], under the assumption of image model is locally stationary and divided into fixed window i.e.3x3,
5x5. They Recent research work involving robust statistics based image restoration include by Hamza and
Krim [20][21][22]. These techniques show promising experimental result at filtering mixed noise. The mean
and median filter, the mean –relaxed median filter and mean–log Cauchy filter is explained in [22]. Propose
wavelet based estimator using a robust loss function [23]. In contrast, our restoration technique described in
research work is initially concerned with restoration medium to severity AWGN, Speckle, Poisson and
impulse noise degraded images from diversified fields (i.e. Natural, Medical, Arial images) .
The nonlinear anisotropic diffusion techniques [23]-[27] have been widely studied for the application of
image restoration since the early work of Perona and Malik [28][29] whose technique will be used for
comparison. In research work on robust anisotropic diffusion used to robust estimation to deal with intensity
discontinuities in the image from various fields and apply their robust formulation to remove the noise while
assuming the outliers in the spatial image are those due to the pixel intensity discontinuities under the
consideration of an optimal size adaptive windowing framework (circular window) and assume the outliers
are only due to synthetic degradations, thus facilitating its removal as will be present in the experimental
result in this paper. Related restoration technique by Tomasi and Manduchi is bilateral image [31] filtering,
where a nonlinear hybrid filter is proposed which combines both domain and range filtering, with the range
filtering component acting as an adaptive windowing technique. A connection of robust diffusion, bilateral
restoration technique and adaptive windowing has been established in research work by [32], which is similar
result to [30] [31].
In the remainder of this paper, we take a look at the problem of recovering Natural, Medical and Arial images
degraded by AWGN, Speckle, Poisson and Salt & Pepper noise respectively when the observed image model
differs statistically from a stationary model. We propose a robust statistics based restoration technique that
will be shown to be preserving vital image structure which is simple to implementation.
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This paper is organized as follows, section II describes the literature review section III describes some special
aspects of the robust statistics. Optimal size adaptive windowing frame work discussed in section IV and
experimental results are shown in section V. Section VI presents conclusion and future research direction.
POBUST STATISTICS FOR OUTLIER DETECTION
The field of robust statistics was developed to address the fact that parametric models of classical statistics are
often approximations of the phenomenon being modeled [33][34]. In particular, the field addresses how to
handle outliers or gross errors, which do not conform to the assumptions [35]. It also indicated that the model
used is idealization that are frequently violated in practice and that the least square solution are particularly
sensitive to such violations. To improve the robustness, without sacrificing the model to minimization
problems to account for outliers by the robust estimator [35].
Robust statistics addresses the problem of finding the most suitable model as shown
p  { p0 , p1 , p2 , p3 ,......, ps 1}, to a set of data measurements. q  [ q0 , q1 , q2, q3 ,............qs 1}, in case where
the data differs statistically from the model assumption. In appropriate model, goal is to find for the parameter
of ; p; that minimize the size of the residual error (q  p) .This minimization can be written as

Min   ((qs  ps ),  s )..................(1)
p

sS

Where  s is a scale parameter, and ‘  ’ is an estimator function. When the errors in the measurement are
Poisson, Speckle and Gaussian distributed, Bipolar fixed valued impulse distribution the optimal estimator is
the quadratic [36].

( qs  ps ) 2
 ((qs  ps ),  s ) 
..............(2)
2 s 2
Which gives rise to the standard least square estimation problem, the function ‘  ’ is known as M-estimator
because it corresponds to the maximum likelihood estimate. The robustness of particular estimator refers to its
tolerance to outliers.
The useful parameter of robustness is the breakdown value [37], which is the largest percentage of outlier data
points that will not cause a deviation. The least-squares approach has breakdown value of zero percent due to
introducing single outliers in the data sample will cause a deviation in the estimate from the required values.
Estimator, a robust technique may have a breakdown value up to fifty percent, that is the estimator can cope
with up to fifty percent of the data being outliers [36]. The influence function is a second measure of
robustness, which is the change in an estimate caused by insertion of outlying data as a function of the
distance of the data from estimate. The influence function of least square estimator is proportional to the
distance of the data point ' q ' from the model ‘ p '. A plot of quadratic estimator in equation (2) as function of
the distance ( p  q) is shown in [38]. The influence function is the derivative of the estimator and clearly
shows that the influence of outliers increases linearly.
The robustness redescending estimators for influence function tends to zero with increases distance Black
and Rangrajan [38], for reconstructing a smooth surface from degraded data using robust statistics and choose
the lorentzian robust estimator for being continuously differentiable and redescending influence function
[38][30].
ROBUST RESTORATION TECHNIQUE
The tool of robust statistics to develop a frame work for the robust estimation of the still image, when the
information is degraded image. This robust estimation formulation is based on simple idea of rejecting noisy
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pixels appearing in the degraded still image. In this restoration technique we use an observed image model
with additive and multiplicative noise as follows.

q  p  n..........(3)
In which q, p and n are images which represent, respectively, the degraded image and additive noise of
non-zero mean, mq  m p and variance  s 2 . We consider the basic assumption about image model p̂ as wide
sense of stationary type in spatial coherent domain. In addition the assumption that the both original image ps
and the noises (additive and multiplicative) ns ; S  [0, N  1] for N-size of image are ergodic random
variables. The implication of this assumption is although a priori knowledge of the image signal and noise
statistical variance and mean ( s 2 , m p , mq ) in turn to representative of their respective ensembles. The
variance is estimated from a window in a flat area of the noisy image qs [39].
In this technique, approach is to estimate degraded image signal by using a cost function ‘E’ that enforces the
assumption about estimate and image pixels intensities at particular coordinate, s , belongs to neighborhood
samples, M. Typically M is considered to be (5x5) and (7x7) mask for processing[38][30]. The shortcoming
of using small radius of circular window is lack of enough samples to give an accurate estimate of the
statistics process. An obvious alternate is to use an adaptive analysis circular window. A circular spatial
coherent window, whose weight are derived from two independent functions, one is spatial distance and
second gray level distance are employed for restoration. This image restoration technique is differing from
bilateral filter [40]. In this particular image restoration technique consists of distance kernel and gray level
kernel. The circular shape kernel is moved invariably throughout the image to remove the degradation. The
weighting function is used in gray scale kernel of circular spatial. Coherent is similar to the weighting
function used in range restoration technique. In developing an effective adaptive circular window to account
for the nonstationary of image data, it’s required for analysis window to have the maximum size possible at
each pixel position without crossing over image structure and boundaries. The reason is that more the number
of spatial signal samples are available in the analysis the more accurate their statistical characteristics can be
estimated [41]. The weighting function is exponential whereas nonlinear function in case of distance kernel of
this particular restoration technique.
The spatial distance between any arbitrary pixel in a particular window position at point ( pi , qi ) and center
pixel at point ( p, q) is shown as
1/ 2

d s   ( pi  p ) 2  (qi  q ) 2  .................(04)



' wd ' Distance kernel is can be calculated as
wd  1 

ds
...........(05)
d max

And d max is the distance from point ( p, q) . Thus, the window grows in size circularly symmetrical,
increasing to maximum size M max of the image and decreasing to minimum size near the boundary of objects
in the image [17][42]. The distance between any arbitrary pixels g ( pi , qi ) of a particular window at location

( pi , qi ) at the center g ( p, q) is shown by equation (6). Restrictions on near–edge pixels having to reduce
their redial distance to a single pixel.

dg 
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In statistical process for this adaptive window framework, the cost function is minimizing which can be
given by equation (7).

E ( pˆ )    (qi  pˆ s ,  s )........(07)
iM

Where ' pˆ ' the restored signal. And is i  [0,( M  1)] is a pixel location in the adaptive local neighborhood to
the current pixel at the location ' s ' . Thus minimizing this cost function, aim is to minimizing the noise signal
in that particular region. The selection of cost function is to motivated by the fact that proposed research
scheme deal with pixel vales discontinuities using the circular size adaptive windowing framework, for robust
estimator  ((qs  ps ),  ) depends on the optimization solution used to minimize the cost function to error
argument (qs  ps ) of  ((qs  ps ),  ) in adaptive region M. The scheme used, which will be requires the
estimator to be twice differentiable; the lorentzian robust estimator satisfies this criterion.

 1  ( qs  ps )  2 
 ((qs  ps ),  )  log 1  
  ......(8) Where ' ' is scale parameter in the robust estimator
 2

 

formulation that under control the outlier rejection points [34]. Reducing ' ' will cause the estimator to reject
more measurements as outliers and vice versa. This is very significant as we are concerned with Gaussian,
Speckle, Poisson and bipolar fixed value impulse noise distribution in original image. The influence function
 ((qs  ps ),  ) is the first derivative of  ((qs  ps ),  ) with respect to (qs  ps ) .

 ((qs  ps ),  ) 

2 qs  2 ps
......(9)
2  ( qs  ps ) 2
2

The robust formulation of our cost function ‘E’ may cause it to be non-convex according to successive over
relation minimization technique because of rapid convergence [35]. The iterative equation minimizing ‘E’
over still image are

pˆ (t 1)  pˆ (t ) 
Where qs

E
........(10)
T pˆ t

is the iterative step and S is the relaxation value that controls convergence, and numerical

technique to an image for optimization. The initial condition t  0 for current element estimate at S , is set to
the current corrupted pixel value qs . The condition for stopping the iteration has been chosen such that the
difference between the next estimate. The estimate pˆ ( t 1)  pˆ ( t ) falls below the current value of the outlier
rejection point indicating that any outliers has been restored and that the ensemble average in the adaptive
circular window. The ' T ' is upper bound on the second partial derivatives of ' E ' and calculated when
(qs  ps  0) , which yields

T

1
............(11)
2

A global minimum found by constructing an initially convex approximation to the cost function when greater
than zero; by choosing initial values of the,  , to sufficiently large.



s
.......(12)
2

Where,  s is the maximum expected outlier in the argument of  (qs  ps ) , to degrading the ' E '

for

convex approximation. Large ' ' values, the ' ' is approximately linear and '  ' is quadratic. We can select
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 s to be proportional to the estimation of the standard deviation within neighborhood set of pixels from region
M as shown as
 s   . M ......(13)
In image region,  M will be an estimate the degradation standard deviation  n ,  M ?  n in busy area. It is
equal to the uncorrupted image standard deviation  p .

The value of  s is variant according to size of

adaptive circular window of the pixel located at position s , and '  ' is a scalar that affects the amount of
smoothing and empirical chosen to provide better restoration result. If the value of  is large then scheme
reach to the standard least square estimation method. In the other side, the value of  is less then reduce
outlier contribution , at the risk of creating an initially nonconvex and gets to start the optimization process.
An appropriate value of  needs to be chose such that the initial minimization process uses enough samples
from window [36]. Global minima using the Graduated nonconvexcity continuation technique helps to obtain
the value of  from one iteration to next, described in [43].
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, experimental results are presented to show the performance analysis of robust estimation for
image restoration technique. In this particular scheme to applied additive white Gaussian noise, Poisson,
Speckle and salt & Pepper noise corrupted digital still images and to compare its performance with few
restoration technique available in literature. The bilateral restoration technique [32] and wavelet based
restoration techniques considered to compare the results. The reason for choosing to compare our results with
these techniques due to availability on www.csse.uwa.edu and evaluating the performance of individual
restoration techniques. Comparing obtained result with NL Mean because that is nonlinear restoration
technique to degraded images by AWGN, Poisson, speckle and salt & pepper noise respectively with
diversified field images. All techniques are implemented in MATLAB 7.2.0 with the suitable combination
according to the noise and restoration technique, as well as to find various quality metrics MSE and PSNR.
Performance of schemes evaluated individually, its importance of objective and subjective analysis has taken
under consideration. The universal quantitative measure mean square error is obtained between original image

p and estimated image p̂ . The short coming of MSE is sensitive to minor changes in pixel intensities
between the original and restored image. Robust quantitative measure of restoration technique performance
that has been widely used by the digital image processing community is the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio as
shown by



256  1
PSNR  20 log10 
 1 S 1
( ps  pˆ s ) 2


S
s 0




 ....(14)




The size of image ' S ' is 256x256 gray level, PSNR is less sensitive to minor deviation and adapted for
comparing the performance of various restoration methods. However, the objective measures like PSNR and
MSE metrics are not necessarily correlated to our perception of a restored image [7]. The measure of fidelity
will have to remain human perception, which is very subjective. For example, it is required extra smoothing of
the restored image when the fine details are significant, in which case peak signal to noise ratio values in dB
will not be optimum. Interest to preserve the most minute details the restored image, which contain some
residual noise to remain after the restoration practice. In this subjective evaluation into an account, we test our
scheme on seven standard set of Medical, Natural and Arial images commonly used for evaluation of
performance in image processing as shown in Fig.1.
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a
b
c
d
e
f
g
Figure 1. Ideal Original Images of size 256 x 256, 256 gray levels, Medical Field: (a) Apperts (b) Bone (c)
Brain; Natural Field; (d) Baboon (e) House; Arial Field: (f) Planet (g) Chemical Plant.
Table I summarize the result for all seven restored images from diversified fields, degraded by different four
kinds of noise, Gaussian, Poisson, Speckle and salt & Pepper noise. We start by showing simulation result of
performance of circular adaptive windowing robust restoration technique using the standard aperts gray level
image in size of 256x256 from medical field as shown in Fig.2 (a) which was degraded by Gaussian noise (b)
and after restoring the same PSNR=36.53dB as shown in (c). It is clear that NL-Mean filter is suitable because
the PSNR=37.34dB after restoration process to Gaussian noise. The performance of our scheme is better than
remaining three to Poisson noise (PSNR=40.43dB), Speckle (PSNR=36.03dB), and Salt & Pepper noise
(PSNR=39.62dB).
In this experiment, we have applied medical image (Bone) in size 256x256 to restored by the robust
technique, same scenario occurs, better performance showing to Poisson noise (PSNR=34.77dB), Speckle
noise (PSNR=32.82dB), and Salt & Pepper noise (PSNR=34.44dB), not to Gaussian noise (PSNR=32.25dB).
And same performance is showing to the Brain image also from medical field.
We now present the performance of our second experiment which involves restoring house and baboon
images from natural field. In this experiment, it is clear that the performance of robust technique is better to
Poisson noise, Speckle noise, and Salt & Pepper noise as shown in Table I. The performance of robust
method to Gaussian noise is less than remaining three mentioned in Table I.

(a)

(d)

(b)

(c)

(e)

(f)

Figure 2. (a) Degraded version of the medical apperts image by AWGN of standard deviation (30) with PSNR
17.25dB. (b) Restored image of robust restoration technique with adaptive circular window size (5x5)
neighborhood pixels (PSNR=36.53dB) (c) Restored image by Nl-mean (PSNR=37.34dB) (d) Restored image
with PSNR=40.43dB (this is the highest PSNR value while reducing the Poisson noise) (e) Image while
reducing the Speckle noise with PSNR= 36.03dB (f) Denoised image to Salt & Pepper noise with
PSNR=39.62dB.
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We present the result of our third experiment which involves aerial images that was contaminated by
Gaussian, Poisson, Speckle, and Salt & Pepper noise respectively. It is providing results objectively in terms
of its PSNR values in dB and subjectively by direct visual perception. As we tackle the problem to balance
between the maximum size of window M max (5x5). If the size of window is increases performance decreases.
In these experiments, we have chosen the values that are utilized to all images (   0.4 &   0.3) . Finally,
we represent overall performance in comparison with other three restoration techniques for the Medical,
Natural and Arial images with Gaussian, Poisson, Speckle and Salt & Pepper noise respectively as shown in
Table I. The comparisons clearly show the merits of robustness technique both objectively in terms of its
higher PSNR values in dB, compared to other three techniques at the same noise density.
CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a restoration technique based on the theory of robust statistics with the help of cost
function. A cost function is robustified by using the Lorentzian robust estimator and minimized by a
Graduated Non-Convexity (GNC) to obtain the global minima when the cost function is non-convex. A newly
represented adaptive circular windowing frame work is adapted in the formulation of the robustness
restoration restoration technique to improve the neighborhood statistical estimates. Experimental results are
presented to show the performance analysis of the robust image restoration techniques and comparison are
made with three other three restoration techniques. Results have shown the restoration technique to be highly
effective to reduce the Poisson noise, Speckle noise, and Salt & Pepper noise from Medical, Natural and Arial
field images. It is also showing the moderate effectiveness at reducing Gaussian noise from Natural and areal
field images while restoring the fine details. In the future work, the research can be extended to produce the
automatic system to all kind of images from diversified fields degraded by a mixture of noise distribution and
synthetic noise.
TABLE 1: COMPARATIVE RESULT EXPRESSED AS MAXIMUM PSNR IN DECIBEL FOR THE VARIOUS
RESTORATION TECHNIQUES. HIGHEST PSNR VALUES FOR EACH NOISE GAUSSIAN, POISSON, SPECKLE AND
SALT & PEPPER NOISE RESPECTIVELY IN A BOLD FONT
Type of
Robustness
Bilateral
Non local
Field
Noise
Diffusion
(Proposed)
Nonlinear
(NL) Mean
Image

Bone

Medical

Apperts

Brain

Natural
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Baboon

Gaussian
Poisson
Speckle
Salt &
Pepper
Gaussian
Poisson
Speckle
Salt &
Pepper
Gaussian
Poisson
Speckle
Salt &
Pepper
Gaussian

32.25
34.77
32.82

19.89
20.20
20.23

31.76
31.07
30.78

36.88
32.59
28.68

34.44

20.02

27.97

25.40

36.53
40.43
36.03

23.07
24.49
24.46

30.88
31.98
29.06

37.34
34.62
29.58

39.62

23.72

29.12

28.98

31.25
35.56
32.65

20.57
20.76
20.75

31.44
30.17
29.13

36.59
32.93
28.92

35.04

20.63

27.20

23.10

29.92

14.84

31.25

29.51
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Type of
Image

Field

House

Plannet
Arial

Chemical
Plant

Noise
Poisson
Speckle
Salt &
Pepper
Gaussian
Poisson
Speckle
Salt &
Pepper
Gaussian
Poisson
Speckle
Salt &
Pepper
Gaussian
Poisson
Speckle
Salt &
Pepper

Robustness
(Proposed)

Diffusion

Bilateral
Nonlinear

Non local
(NL) Mean

32.15
29.31

14.86
14.84

27.33
25.34

27.52
27.30

31.39

14.82

26.20

30.66

30.25
34.18
30.68

16.43
16.42
16.41

31.98
28.55
26.71

31.44
31.77
32.20

33.24

16.40

27.36

32.22

30.33
34.30
29.96

16.27
16.28
16.27

32.08
28.09
29.50

33.25
33.72
29.23

33.47

11.24

29.50

25.25

29.98
32.36
29.35

13.55
13.56
13.51

31.79
27.74
25.61

31.44
31.77
28.67

31.79

13.52

28.43

29.64
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